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Abstract
As one of widely deployed renewable energy resources, PV power is playing a very
important role in microgrids today. It has advantages such as making the best of natural
solar energy and being friendly to our environment. In this thesis, solar PV based microgrid
is studied using modeling and simulation. Microgrid can run in either grid-connected-mode
or islanded-mode. However, there are also some disadvantages for solar power. For solar
panel, its output is influenced by weather conditions such as illumination intensity and
temperature. In addition, during the control process of grid-connected mode, it is hard to
guarantee its output power at the maximum power point all the time. In this thesis, the
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control for Solar PV energy is used. Besides, the
frequency control is also a very important issue for guaranteeing the quality of the
electricity in the microgrid. By using an effective way of BESS-VSG, which means Battery
Energy Storage System-Virtual Synchronous Generator, the frequency can be controlled
to the nominal value faster and more smoothly when there is a fluctuation in the PV power
generation and/or load change, leading to higher stability and robustness.

ii

This thesis focuses on the modeling and control of the PV and BESS-VSG system, and
the proposed modeling and control method are verified in MATLAB/Simulink.
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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1 Concepts of Microgrid

Renewable energy has been paid more and more attention due to limited conventional
fossil fuels. In addition, the environmental problem is also severe and urgent to be solved.
According to the latest data from Energy Information Administration (EIA), the power
output of renewable energy exceeds coal first time in the United States, which marks the
arrival of the next generation of electricity.
In 2001, the concept of Microgrid was proposed by Consortium for Electric Reliability
Technology Solutions (CERTS) for the first time. Since then, a lot of different definitions
are created by different countries; however, a typical microgrid includes distributed powers
generators (such as PV and wind power) and loads. It can provide the electricity and/or
heat, connect and disconnect from the grid to run in either grid-connected mode or islanded
mode [1] [2]. In order to achieve the goal, it needs smart switch and inverter controller to
complete the synchronization with grid [3].
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With a lot of Distributed Generators (DGs) as additional power supply in Microgrid, it
has the following characteristics:
Flexibility: Since microgrid can run in either grid-connected mode or islanded mode,
it is flexible to supply to or import power from the grid and can avoid its damage by
disconnecting from the main grid when there is an event happening in the main grid.
Compatibility: As additional power supply in grid-connected mode, it can help balance
the load demand during daily life, especially at the peak time when the power grid is not
capable of meeting load demands.
Economy: Besides the benefits of using the natural energy as the resources of microgrid,
those DGs can be built near to the location of the load to reduce the loss due to power
flowing in transmission lines [4].

1.2 Control Strategies of Microgrid

There are several main control stratergies for microgrid: Master-Slave Control, Peer to
Peer Control and Hierarchical Control.
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1.2.1 Master-Slave Control

In islanded mode, one of the DGs acts as the swing bus and decides the nominal voltage
and frequency, and all other DGs use constant power control based on this specific voltage
and frequency [5]. The structure of this mode is shown as below:
Master
DG
DC

PQ
Controller

AC

DC

AC

PQ
Controller

Slave
DG1

V/f
Controller

AC

DC

Bus

PQ
Controller

AC

Slave
DG2

DC

Slave
DGn

Figure 1.1 The structure of Master-Slave Control mode for Microgrid

1.2.2 Peer to Peer Control

In this mode, DGs are equal, so there is no master and slave anymore. Each DG
controls its voltage and frequency based on the information from the common bus. The
most common controller for them is Droop Controller, which can change their own power
3

to share the loads based on different droop coefficients [6]. The structure of this mode is
shown as below:
DG2
DC

Droop
Controller

AC

AC

DC

DG3
Droop
Controller

Droop
Controller

DG1

DC

AC

AC

DC

Droop
Controller

Droop
Controller

Bus

AC

DG4

DC

DGn

Figure 1.2 The structure of Peer to Peer Control mode for Microgrid
This mode relies on the reasonable droop coefficients, and after that, it is easy and
convenient for each DG to function in a plug-and-play fashion because there is no need to
have communication between those DGs. They can share the changes due to the varying
loads and then facilitate the system to reach at a new stable point. But there is a difference
between the new stable point and the old stable point.
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1.2.3 Hierarchical Control

A common application of the Hierarchical Control is the power economic dispatch for
the advanced control. In recent years, optimization is more and more important in the
power economic dispatch such as optiamal power flow (OPF) and disturbuted optimal
energy management. In [7], the distributed optimal multi-agent energy management based
on Newton-Raphson method is proposed; specifically in [8], [9], the proposed NewtonRaphson based corridination algorithm can solve the current complex optimation problem
in multienergy system very fast. Typically, in the Hierarchical Control, there is a central
control unit, which can send the control information to each DG, then those DGs can
control themselves to obtain the goal based on different control commands. During this
process, the central control unit is the core of the whole system, which needs to collect
electrical information all the time and then makes schedule for next step [10]. The structure
of this mode is shown as below:
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Information
Collector
DG1
Central
Control Unit

Make
Schedule

Communication
System

DG2

DGn

Figure 1.3 The structure of Hierarchical Control mode for Microgrid
All the controllers of DGs have been explained in the previous two modes for different
purposes. This mode is the most intelligent and manageable, but it costs most and is most
complicated. With this advanced mode, the microgrid can be more methodical in
applications.

1.3 Literature Review

With a high penetration of renewable energy resources, the issues of frequency stability
will occur gradually. More specifically, in Microgrid, lots of renewable energy generators
replace the traditional generators and result in insufficient capacity for primary/secondary
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control, leading to frequency fluctuation of the microgrid due to the uncertainty of
renewable energy [11]. Furthermore, the whole system is losing inertia because power
electronics based generators do not provide natural inertia [12]. The low inertia will cause
the microgrid to be more sensitive to the disturbance and thus a small load change may
result in a serve deviation in frequency, which decreases the stability of the microgrid [13].
In order to reduce these disadvantages, the concept of Virtual Synchronous Generator
(VSG) is proposed [14]. The VSG technique can mimic the characteristics of the traditional
synchronous generators with damping and inertia by using appropriate control algorithm.
A complete VSG model with consideration of mechanical and electromagnetic transient
state is proposed in [15]. Also, considering distributed cooperative control for distributed
renewable energy, some distributed secondary control of VSG for Microgrid can be
referred to [16], [17]. Specifically, VSG has inherent advantage for wind turbine because
of the stored energy in the blades of the wind turbine and thus does not need the battery
necessarily to exchange energy during the operation of VSG. In [18], it introduces the main
popular methods for variable speed wind turbines (VSWTs). Furthermore, multiple virtual
rotating masses of VSG for permanent magnet synchronous generator-variable speed wind
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turbine generators (PMSG-WTG) is proposed in [19]. Many other applications of VSG
with grid-connected mode and islanded mode for microgrid are introduced in [20] [21] [22].

1.4 Expected Contribution

This thesis aims to design and build a small-scale microgrid model in
MATLAB/Simulink and verify the proposed VSG control method in this model. The
modeling and control work aim to achieve the following contributions:
1. Building and verifying the MPPT controller for PV system with fluctuation.
2. Implementing a working test platform for small-scale microgrid with stable and
nominal frequency and voltage.
3. Showing that the microgrid can run in either grid-connected mode or islanded
mode.
4. Verifying the better performance of the proposed Alternating VSG algorithm
for the frequency control of the microgrid.
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Chapter two: PV Related Control

2.1 PV Modeling

During the development of PV system in recent years, there are lots of different types
of PV modeling such as single diode model and double diode models. A comparison
between different electrical mathematical models is provided in [23].

2.1.1 Single diode model for PV Cell

Basically, a PV cell is a special type of p-n junction, which is embedded in a thin wafer
of semiconductor such as silicon. The principle of energy conversion is the photovoltaic
phenomenon, which converts solar radiation to electricity. For those photons with higher
energy than the band-gap energy of the semiconductor, they can help generate some free
electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor. With the internal electric fields, those electrohole pairs will be attracted or excluded to two sides respectively, and thus the photocurrent
appears. Due to the nonlinearity of the I-V and P-V characteristics under variable irradiance
and temperature, usually it needs to be linearized in small-signal analysis [24].
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The equivalent electrical mathematical model is shown as following for ideal,
simplified and practical model, respectively:

Rs

+
Io

I pv

D

Rp

Vo

−

Ideal
Simplified
Practical
Figure 2.1 Three different equivalent circuits with different scenarios

For practical model, it consists of an ideal current source 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and a diode D, a parallel

resistor 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 modeling a leakage current, and a series resistor 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 representing an internal

resistance. Based on the circuit structure and Kirchhoff's law, the I-V characteristic can be
expressed as below:
𝑞𝑞(𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜 +𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 )

𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 = 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 [exp �

𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴
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� − 1]

(2.1)

where, 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 and 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜 are the output current and the output voltage of this PV cell

respectively; 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the photocurrent of this PV cell; 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 is the diode reverse saturation

current; 𝑞𝑞 = 1.69 × 10−19 𝐶𝐶 is an electron charge; 𝑘𝑘 = 1.38 × 10−23 𝐽𝐽/𝐾𝐾 is the
Boltzmann’s constant; 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 is the temperature of this PV cell in Kelvin; and A is the ideal

factor. In addition, the photocurrent 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is usually related to the solar radiation and the
working temperature of the PV cell, which can be expressed as below:
𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼 (𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 − 𝑇𝑇0 )𝐻𝐻

(2.2)

where, 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the short-circuit current at reference temperature 𝑇𝑇0 = 25° 𝐶𝐶 and the

reference irradiance 1𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚2 , 𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼 is the temperature coefficient of its short circuit

current and 𝐻𝐻 is the solar irradiation in 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚2 . Besides, the relationship between the

diode reverse saturation current and the cell temperature is given:
𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 /𝑇𝑇0 )3 exp[𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 (1/𝑇𝑇0 − 1/𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 )/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘]

(2.3)

where 𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the reverse saturation current of this cell at reference temperature and

solar radiation, 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔 is the band-gap energy for the semiconductor. For ideal factor 𝐴𝐴, it is

different for different materials, which are given as [25]:
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Table 2.1 Different ideal factor A for on different semiconductor materials
𝐴𝐴

Semiconductor Material
Si-mono

1.2

Si-poly

1.3

a-Si:H

1.8

a-Si:H tandem

3.3

a-Si:H triple

5

CdTe

1.5

CIS

1.5

AsGa

1.3

2.1.2 Single diode model for PV Module and Array

A single PV cell is not enough because each cell’s power is usually less than 2W at
about 0.5V. Thus, many PV cells should be connected in series or parallel way to obtain a
higher power. Assume that there are 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 cells in series and 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 cells in parallel. Then the

equivalent electrical model is given as below:
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( N s / N p ) Rs

Np

+
Io

N p I pv

( N s / N p ) Rp

Ns

Vo

−

Ideal
Simplified
Practical
Figure 2.2 Three different equivalent circuits of a PV module

In this way, the V-I characteristic of this PV module can be expressed as below [26]:
𝑞𝑞�𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜 +𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 �

𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 = 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 [exp �

𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴

� − 1]

(2.4)

2.1.3 Double diode model for PV Cell

In order to obtain more detailed dynamics of the p-n junction, the double diode model
is proposed, which includes another diode in parallel with the original diode. The
equivalent circuit is shown as below [27]:
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Rs

+
Io

D1

D2

I pv

Rp

Vo

−
Figure 2.3 The equivalent circuit of a double diode model for PV Cell
The V-I characteristic can be obtained based on the following function:
𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 = 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠1 �exp �

𝑞𝑞(𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜 +𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 )
𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴

� − 1� − 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠2 �exp �

𝑞𝑞(𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜 +𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 )
𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴

� − 1�

(2.5)

where, 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠1 is the diode 𝐷𝐷1 ’s reverse saturation current; 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠2 is the diode 𝐷𝐷2 ’s reverse

saturation current and all other parameters are the same as explained in the single diode
model.

2.1.4 Double diode model for PV Module and Array

Similar to single diode model for PV Module and Array in Section 2.1.2, the
mathematical equation is derived as below:
14

𝑞𝑞�𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜 +𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 �

𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 = 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠1 �exp �

𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴

𝑞𝑞�𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜 +𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 𝐼𝐼𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 �

� − 1� − 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠2 [exp �

𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 𝐴𝐴

� − 1](2.6)

2.2 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

For PV system, the output power is dependent on the circuit structure, solar radiation
and temperature, so the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is necessary for a PV
system to optimize the utilization of the solar cells constantly [28] [29]. With the
development of PV system in recent years, a lot of methods have been proposed for MPPT
such as fractional open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current [30], the fuzzy logic control
[31] and the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [32]. The most popular methods include
perturb and observe method (P&O) [33], the incremental conductance method (INC) and
the hill climbing method (HC) [34]. Due to the relatively easier implementation, the last
three methods are widely used, and this thesis uses P&O method with more details shown
in Chapter 3. Those methods are described in the following subsections. Before introducing
those MPPT methods, the I-V characteristic curve of PV cells should be given and
explained.
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2.2.1 I-V and P-V Characteristic Curves of a PV Module and Array

The I-V curve and P-V curve of a typical PV Array can be obtained by programming
the aforementioned mathematical model in MATLAB/Simulink. For a specific Module
SunPower SPR-305E-WHT-D, the following figures can be generated:
Array type: SunPower SPR-305E-WHT-D;
5 series modules; 66 parallel strings
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Figure 2.4 The I-V and P-V curves of the PV Array
Assume that the cell temperature is 25°𝐶𝐶 , then the red point in the I-V curve

represents the Maximum Power Point (MPP), which corresponds to the red MPP in the PV curve. It can also be seen that the short-circuit current increases and the open-circuit
voltage decreases as the cell temperature rises. This means that the maximum power
becomes smaller as cell temperature increases; however, the enhancement of the solar
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radiation will increase both short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage so that the
maximum power becomes larger [35].

2.2.2 Perturb and Observe Method (P&O)

The principle of this technique is to perturb PV module operating voltage periodically
with a small increment, then observe the change direction of the output power so that the
further control signal can be determined. For example, in combination with the P-V
characteristic curve, if the output power increases after voltage increases, then the working
voltage should be kept increasing in the same direction until output power does not increase
anymore indicating MPP is reached; otherwise it should be changed in the opposite
direction. P&O algorithm has its advantage with only measuring the voltage and current of
the PV module. The flowchart of this algorithm is shown below:
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Measure V,I

YES

P(i)-P(i-1)=0
NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

V(i)=V(i)+d

V(i)=V(i)-d

V(i)-V(i-1)>0

V(i)=V(i)-d

YES

P(i)-P(i-1)>0

V(i)-V(i-1)>0

YES

V(i)=V(i)+d

P(i-1)=P(i)

Figure 2.5 The flowchart of the P&O algorithm
where, P(i) is the output power of the i-th iteration; d is the step size of working voltage
change for this PV module.

2.2.3 Incremental Conductance Method (INC)

From the Ohm’s law, we know:
𝑃𝑃 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

(2.7)

At the Maximum Power Point, (2.8) should be hold:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝐼𝐼 + 𝑉𝑉 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 0
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(2.8)

For a practical application, it can be written as:
∆𝐼𝐼

𝐼𝐼 + 𝑉𝑉 ∆𝑉𝑉 = 0

(2.9)

where, ∆𝐼𝐼 and ∆𝑉𝑉 are small increments of current and voltage, respectively. The

term

∆𝐼𝐼

∆𝑉𝑉

is called incremental conductance, from which this MPPT technique is named.

This method is easy to be implemented like the P&O method, so it is also widely used in
industry. The flowchart of this algorithm is shown as below:
Measure V,I
Delta_I=I(i)-I(i-1)
Delta_V=V(i)-V(i-1)
NO

YES

Delta_V=0

YES

NO

YES

I+GV>0

V(i)=V(i)+d

YES

Delta_I=0

I+GV=0
NO

NO

V(i)=V(i)-d

V(i)=V(i)-d

NO
Delta_I>0

YES

V(i)=V(i)+d

I(i)=I(i-1)
V(i)=V(i-1)

Figure 2.6 The flowchart of the INC algorithm
In Figure 2.6, G is the incremental conductance
stated in the P&O algorithm.
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∆𝐼𝐼

∆𝑉𝑉

; all other parameters have been

2.2.4 Hill Climbing Method (HC)

This technique is always combined with boost converter so that the duty cycle can be
changed to find the maximum power point. Firstly, if 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 0, then it indicates that

the maximum power point is tracked, which means that the difference of the output power
between the present time step and the previous time step determines the value of the duty
cycle in each sampling period. Secondly, if 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 > 0, then the duty cycle needs to be
increased; otherwise the duty cycle needs to be decreased. The main idea is to change the

equivalent circuit parameters by controlling the boost converter connected with the PV
module. The flowchart is shown as below:
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Measure V,I

P(i)=V(i)I(i)
NO

P(i)-P(i-1)>0

D(i)=D(i)-d

YES
D(i)=D(i)+d

System Running
I(i)=I(i-1)
V(i)=V(i-1)
Figure 2.7 The flowchart of the HC algorithm

2.3 Inverter Controller of PV Grid-connected System

As a DC source, PV needs to be converted to AC source by power electronics
converters in order to be connected to grid. In addition to the MPPT control for PV module,
grid-connected control is also necessary for a PV grid-connected system to enable the entire
PV system to be more efficient and stable. Two typical PV converter systems for grid
connection are monopolar type and two-stage type. The former one is cheaper and more
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efficient, and the latter one is easier to implement [35]. The difference between the
monopolar type and the two-stage type is that the two-stage type goes through a DC-DC
Boost converter first, then connects with a DC-AC converter; however, the monopolar type
does not have the DC-DC Boost converter. Here in this thesis, the two-stage type is
introduced and used. The block diagram and the electrical diagram of this type PV system
are shown as below:
DC-DC Boost Converter

DC-AC Inverter

PV
Grid

uabc

iabc
θ θ
SPWM Signal
I pv

U pv

MPPT

Reference Signal

Gate Controller
Control Signal
Inner
Controller
Reference
Signal
Outer
Controller

Gate Controller

θ

U dc

Control Signal
Inner
Controller
Inner Loop
Reference Signal
Outer
Controller
Qgrid

abc

dq

idq

abc

dq

udq

Phase-Looped
Loop
θ

f

Power
Calculation

Reference Signal

Figure 2.8 The electrical diagram of the two-stage type PV grid-connected system
The typical inverter control technique includes outer loop control and inner loop
control as shown in Figure 2.8.
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In addition to the DC-Voltage and Reactive Power Control for outer loop, the details
of some other outer loop control techniques are also explained in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Outer Loop Control

Several outer loop controls have been proposed for different purposes. [36] [37]
explained the grid-connected control mode (P/Q Control) and voltage-frequency control
mode (V/f Control). The traditional and advanced Droop Control are introduced in [38]
[39] [40]. The detail of each technique is given in the following subsections.
1) Constant Power Control (P/Q Control)
The aim of this technique is to control the real power and reactive power of the DG
output power to follow the reference power, and the principle is to control the decoupled
real power and reactive power individually. The control structure is shown as below:
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Pref

Pgrid
ud
uq

id
iq

Pfilt

1
1+TP S

-

+

Pmax
∆P

idref

PI

Pmin

Power
Calculation
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Qgrid

1
1+TQ S

Q filt

-

+

Outer Loop Controller Qref

PI

∆Q

iqref

Qmin

Figure 2.9 The PQ Control structure of outer loop for DG
However, this controller cannot maintain the frequency and voltage constant. This
situation is illustrated from the following curves [41]:

f

V

f max

C

Vmax

C

f0

A

A

fmin

B

V0
Vmin

Pref

P

B

Qref

Q

Figure 2.10 The schematic diagram of the PQ Control
Assume that the operating point is A at initial time, and the load demand is 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and

𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 . At the moment, the output power of the DG is also 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 , so the system is
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balanced with the system frequency 𝑓𝑓0 and the system voltage 𝑉𝑉0. If the load demand
increases, the system frequency will decrease to 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 because of the constant output real

and reactive power of DG; otherwise the running point will go to point C. All the scenarios
should be considered that the system frequency and system voltage should be in the range
𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 𝑓𝑓 < 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 𝑉𝑉 < 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , respectively.

2) Constant Voltage/Constant Frequency Control (V/f Control)
Similar to Constant Power Control, V/f Control is to maintain the voltage and
frequency of the system constant and stable despite the variable output power of the DG.
The control structure is shown as below:
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Figure 2.11 The V/f Control structure of outer loop for DG
And the principle of this control can be illustrated from the following curve:
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Q0

Q

Figure 2.12 The schematic diagram of the V/f Control
As the curve shows, the operating point will move in the dotted line when the load
changes, so with the voltage and frequency control, it can guarantee the frequency and
voltage are nominal. This control method is mainly used in islanded mode because the
microgrid system frequency and voltage are dependent on the power output of DGs in this
mode. In other words, one of the DGs may function as the dominant generation like the
swing bus in the traditional grid. However, since there is only DG to maintain the voltage
and frequency, the balance between the load and the generation should be almost matched;
otherwise the islanded microgrid is prone to be unstable.
3) Droop Control
This method is to mimic the characteristic of the traditional generator unit to assign
each DG’s output power according to each DG’s capability to accommodate the new load
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changes. There are two different basic Droop Control techniques: f-P and U-Q Droop
Control, P-f and Q-U Droop Control. The ideas are similar for these two types. Here, the
f-P and U-Q Droop Control structure is given:

Pgrid

1
1+TP S

Pfilt

f0

f

-

+

Pmax
∆f

Kf

Pref

-

+

∆P

PI

idref

Pmin
Qmax
U

-

+

∆U

KU

Qref

U0

Qgrid

∆Q

PI

+

iqref

Qmin

Droop Control
1
1+TQ S

-

Q filt

Figure 2.13 The Droop Control structure of the outer loop for DG
In this way, the difference between the Droop Control and the V/f Control is just the
different way of generating the power reference signal. However, both parameters of the
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controllers need to be set properly to stabilize the system, and the Droop Control
Parameters 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓 and 𝐾𝐾𝑈𝑈 can be approximately calculated based on the system capacity.
The principle of this control can be illustrated from the following curve:

V

f

f0

A

V0
V1

B

f1

P0

P1

P

A

Q0

B

Q1

Q

Figure 2.14 The schematic diagram of the Droop Control
Assume that the operating point is point A initially, and the frequency and voltage are
𝑓𝑓0 and 𝑉𝑉0 respectively. Now, suppose that the load increases from 𝑃𝑃0 to 𝑃𝑃1 , then the

frequency will decrease from 𝑓𝑓0 to 𝑓𝑓1 along the line. In the meantime, the load will also

decrease lightly because of the decreasing frequency. Finally, the operating point will be
stable at the new operating point B with the cooperation of the Droop Control and the load
self-regulating effect [42]. And the relationship between the P and f and Q and U are be
given as in (2.10), (2.11), respectively:
𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃0 + (𝑓𝑓0 − 𝑓𝑓)𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓

(2.10)
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𝑄𝑄 = 𝑄𝑄0 + (𝑈𝑈0 − 𝑈𝑈)𝐾𝐾𝑈𝑈

(2.11)

In addition, there are some other Droop Control methods, such as Virtual Impedance
Method by using the characteristic of Q-L to mimic the characteristic of Q-U and P-U [43]
[44] and Q-f control method by considering the characteristic of impendence in a low
voltage distribution line [45].

2.3.2 Inner Loop Control

The purpose of the inner loop control is to guarantee the accurate control from the outer
loop reference signals, and this is also reasonable from the control viewpoint because this
is a closed dual-loop system based on the combination of outer loop and inner loop. It is
basically a decoupling control based on different coordinate systems: 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 rotating
coordinate system, 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼0 static coordinate system and 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 natural coordinate system.

Here the most common 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 rotating coordinate system is introduced due to its simplicity
and convenience.

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 rotating coordinate system:

Based on the Park transformation, with in 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 rotating coordinate system, three phase

instantaneous signals can be transformed to 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0 two phase signals. The advantage is that
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the transformed signal is DC signal instead of AC signal, and the structure of this inner
loop can be shown as below:
idref
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-
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iqref
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Pmq min

-

+

Pmq'
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Figure 2.15 The typical control structure of the dq0 inner loop
As can be seen in Figure 2.15, the instantaneous current 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is transformed to 𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

by the block abc/dq, and then through a lowpass filter. A PI controller can realize the
floating control. In the meantime, a dq decoupling control is used to control d and q
components respectively. With the limiter module, the inverter can operate within a linear
region, and the modulating signal is obtained finally.
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2.3.3 Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL)

One popular application for PLL is to obtain the phase of the signal in power system,
and it is necessary for transformation of coordinates such as from abc to dq0. The principle
of PLL and more details can be referenced in [46]-[49].
The basic structure of PLL is shown as below:
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Figure 2.16 The typical structure of PLL
The overall goal of this PLL is to output the frequency and phase as the input signal.
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Chapter Three: BESS-VSG Control System

The penetration of renewable energy is increasing rapidly in recent years in the United
States. According the latest data from EIA (Energy Information Administration), the output
of renewable energy exceeds coal first time in the United States. In particular, PV
(photovoltaic) system plays a very important role in renewable energy.
However, PV systems are usually controlled by power electronic devices, which do
not have much inertia as traditional power systems [50]. That is to say, the frequency is
sensitive to vary if there is a fluctuation in load demand or generation, which is very
unbeneficial to the system [51]. One method to stabilize frequency is the technique of
Virtual Synchronous Generator (VSG), which can mimic the characteristic of the
traditional synchronous generator with enough inertia so that the problem of frequency
fluctuation can be alleviated [52]-[55].

3.1 Basic VSG Algorithm

As proposed, the principle of VSG algorithm is to mimic the characteristic of the
traditional synchronous generator. VSG algorithm is based on the swing equation of the
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synchronous generator. The VSG mathematical model is implemented by using control
blocks. The swing equation is shown as below:
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

+ 𝐷𝐷∆𝜔𝜔

(3.1)

where, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the input power of the synchronous generator; 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is the

electromagnetic power of the stator; 𝐽𝐽 is the moment of inertia; ω is the rotor angular
velocity; 𝐷𝐷 is the damping coefficient; and ∆ω = ω − ω0 ; ω0 is the reference grid

angular velocity, which is 2𝜋𝜋60 in the United States. With the same idea, VSG algorithm
has the same formula:

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐽𝐽ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

+ 𝐷𝐷∆ω

(3.2)

where, ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the virtual angular velocity of the VSG; ∆ω = ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 − ω0 ; and all

other parameters have been explained in equation (3.1).
Since ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 ≈ ω0 , we can obtain:

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐽𝐽ω0

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

+ 𝐷𝐷∆ω

(3.3)

Here, by using Laplace Transformation on equation (3.3), the following is obtained:
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐽𝐽ω0 ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑠𝑠 + 𝐷𝐷(ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 − ω0 )

(3.4)

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝐽𝐽ω0 𝑠𝑠ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 + 𝐷𝐷(ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 − ω0 )

(3.5)

Since this is a nonlinear system, it can be linearized at the operation point:

Based on this equation, the control blocks can be created as follows:
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Figure 3.1 The structure of VSG algorithm
Beside the active power VSG algorithm, the reactive power or voltage also needs to
be controlled. The typical control method is the Droop Control as discussed in the previous
chapter. After both control signals from real power VSG control and reactive/voltage
control are obtained, they can further be combined and used in the subsequent
PWM/SPWM section.

3.2 Battery System for Energy Supply

Since the PV panel is controlled to output the maximum power by MPPT technique,
extra energy needed for VSG algorithm is needed. Battery system can be combined with
VSG algorithm to supply the needed energy. Many different batteries can be used for
storage system, such as Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd), Nickel Metal Hydride (Ni-MH),
Lithium Ion (Li-ion) and so on. Li-ion is mature and convenient, so Li-ion is used in this
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thesis. [56] proposed a general charging/discharging model through curve-fitting method.
In addition, different charging strategies such as Constant Current Charging, Voltage
Limiting Charging, Floating Voltage Charging, Multi-stage Charging are introduced in
[57]. And the discharging strategy is dependent on the situation, usually related to the
system structure. Since the battery system is connected to the grid through inverter, the
control method is similar to the inverter control as described in previous chapter.

3.3 Alternating VSG Algorithm

Since the performance of the frequency regulation is directly related to the moment of
inertia, the characteristic can be changed if the moment of inertia is changing during the
system operation [58]. One method of alternating moment of inertia and the is introduced
in [59].
The typical power-angle curve for power system is shown as below:
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Figure 3.2 The typical power-angle curve of a synchronous generator
Assume that the system is operating at point A initially, and it is stable. For example,
if the input power increases to point B, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖1 , the operating point will follow the curve from

A to B, because the load is increasing as frequency increases. In this period, ∆ω > 0, and

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 > 0, it is defined as an acceleration segment. However, the goal is to alleviate

the oscillation of the frequency when the load or generation changes. In this way, a big J
can be used to reduce the acceleration; otherwise a small J should be used. And the ideal
step response of frequency for alternating inertia is shown as below:
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Figure 3.3 The ideal step response of the frequency for alternating inertia
For those four segments, the control strategy can be summarized as the following table:

Table 3.1 Alternating Inertia During the System Oscillation
∆ω

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Status

∆𝑤𝑤 > 0

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 > 0

Accelerating

∆ω < 0

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 < 0

Accelerating

∆ω > 0
∆ω < 0

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 < 0

Decelerating

𝑑𝑑ω𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 > 0

Decelerating

This can be verified as follows:
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Figure 3.4 The Step response of the Real power of the two VSG methods
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Figure 3.5 The Step response of the Frequency of the two VSG methods
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Figure 3.6 The Comparison of the two VSG methods
Here, at time t=5s, the step power reference of 0.2 pu is set for the BESS-VSG, and
we can see both the real power and the frequency response can be stable by using the VSG
methods. However, the Alternating VSG method has better performance than the Constant
VSG method with smaller overshooting and settling time.
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Chapter Four: Case Study

4.1 System Structure and Scale

The model of the system is built in MATLAB/Simulink, which is shown as below:

Figure 4.1 The overall model of the system in MATLAB/Simulink
In the diagram, the two green blocks represent the two traditional synchronous
generators G1 and G2; the yellow one represents the PV system; the cyan one represents
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the BESS-VSG system; and those red blocks represent the loads. Inside the PV block, there
are MPPT and Voltage Source Converter (VSC), which work together to meet the
requirement. The diagram is shown as below:

Figure 4.2 The diagram of PV subsystem
Besides, the BESS-VSG diagram is shown:
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Figure 4.3 The diagram of BESS-VSG subsystem
And the parameters of the entire system are listed in the following table:

Table 4.1 The power of generations and loads
Bus Number

Type

Real Power (MW)

Reactive Power (MVar)

Bus 1

Generation

Inf

Inf

Bus 2

Load

0.22

0.13

Bus 3

Load

0.94

0.19

Bus 4

Load

0.48

-0.04

Bus 4

Break/Load

0.20

0.05

Bus 5

Load

0.29

0.17
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Bus 6

Load

0.23

0.20

Bus 7

/

0

0

Bus 8

Load

0.04

0.02

Bus 9

Load

0.06

0.02

Bus 10

Load

0.14

0.06

Bus 11

Load

0.35

0.05

Bus 12

Generator1

1.46

0.29

Bus 13

Generator2

1.50

0.47

Bus 14

PV

0.10

0

Bus 14

Load

0.05

0

Bus 15

BESS-VSG

0.20

0

where, the infinity power supply only exists in the case when an infinite bus from a
strong grid exists. In the cases that show the performance of VSG for frequency adjustment,
the infinity power supply will be removed.
And the line parameters are shown as in the following table:
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Table 4.2 The line parameters between different buses
Bus No.

Impedance (Ohm)

Bus 1-2

0.01938+j0.05917

Bus 2-3

0.04699+j0.19797

Bus 2-4

0.05811+j0.17632

Bus 2-6

0.05695+j0.17388

Bus 3-4

0.06701+j0.17103

Bus 4-5

0+j0.11001

Bus 5-7

0.03181+j0.08450

Bus 5-11

0.12711+j0.27038

Bus 6-8

0.09498+j0.1989

Bus 6-9

0.12291+j0.25581

Bus 6-10

0.06615+j0.13027

Bus 7-8

0.08205+j0.19207

Bus 9-10

0.22092+j0.19988

Bus 10-11

0.17093+j0.34802

And parameters of the transformers are listed as below:
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Table 4.3 The parameters of the transformers between different buses
Bus No.

High Side (V)

Low Side (V)

Bus 1-12

22e3

10e3

Bus 2-13

13.8e3

10e3

Bus 3-14

10e3

380

Bus 11-15

10e3

380

4.2 Simulation Results

4.2.1 Case 1 (Grid-connected mode with constant irradiance and temperature)

First, the PV-grid-connected system is tested with constant irradiance and temperature.
Based on this basic case, the whole system is proved normal and stable, then it can be
modified for later cases. The simulation results are shown as below:
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Case 1: the Real power of generations
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Figure 4.4 The real power of generations for Case 1
Case 1: the frequency of generations
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Figure 4.5 The frequency of generations for Case 1
From the figures, it can be seen that the system reaches the stable state very fast due
to the proper parameters of corresponding controllers. And the real power of G1 maintains
at about 0.73 pu, which is 1.46 MW because the base power for G1 is 2 MW. G2 maintains
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about at 0.5 pu, which is 1.5 MW with its base power of 3MW. PV system outputs the
maximum power about at 0.1 MW constantly with the constant irradiance and temperature.
In addition, the frequencies of all sources are kept at 60 Hz steadily.

4.2.2 Case 2 (Grid-connected mode with varying irradiance and temperature)

The difference between the Case 1 and Case 2 is the varying irradiance and
temperature for the PV system. The aim is to verify the robustness of the MPPT control of
the PV system. That is to say, the PV system can output the maximum power constantly
even though there is fluctuation in the weather. The irradiance and the temperature signals
are built by a signal builder as below:
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Figure 4.6 The varying irradiance and temperature signals for Case 2
The results are shown as below:
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Case 2: the Real power of generations
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Figure 4.7 The real power of generations for Case 2
Case 2: the frequency of generations
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Figure 4.8 The frequency of generations for Case 2
Different from Case 1, the real power generated by PV system is decreased as the
irradiance decreases and temperature increases at about time 0.6s and 2.0s respectively,
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and then it returns to the normal value. The corresponding phenomenon can also be seen
in the frequency figure.

4.2.3 Case 3 (Grid-connected mode to Islanded mode)

Case 3 shows the transients from the grid-connected mode to islanded mode. In this
case, the circuit break between the infinite power supply and the lines is set to be closed at
time 0s, opened at time 3s. The results are shown as below:
Case 3: the Real power of generations
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Figure 4.9 The real power of generations of Case 3
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Case 3: the frequency of generations
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Figure 4.10 The frequency of generations of Case 3
It can be seen that from time 0s to time 3s, the system is running at grid-connected
mode, and it is stable. Then, at time 3s, the real power and frequency of each generation
have a little fluctuation because the main power supply is removed, but the system finally
reaches stable state. Therefore, both grid-connected and islanded mode are proved to be
stable for this system.

4.2.4 Case 4 (Islanded mode: load increases without VSG)

Case 4 is for in islanded mode operation, and the aim is to observe how frequency
changes when the load increases without any extra generation. The results are shown as
below:
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Case 4: the Real power of generations
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Figure 4.11 The real power of generations of Case 4
Case 4: the frequency of generations
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Figure 4.12 The frequency of generations of Case 4
In this case, at time 5s, there is a load increase with 0.2 MW, 0.05 MVar. From the
figures, it can be seen that the synchronous generators increase their generations because
of the inherent characteristic of the traditional power system. However, it is not enough to
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balance the increased load. Then the frequency decreases suddenly, and the slope in this
period is very steep. The lowest frequency approaches to about 59.72 Hz, which is harmful
to the power system. Finally, under the coordination of generators and loads, the system is
running at a new stable point, but the frequency is lower than 60 Hz. This is also the reason
why the VSG technique is used to track the system back to the original state.

4.2.5 Case 5 (Islanded mode: load increases with constant VSG)

Based on Case 4, the VSG is added to supply the increased load. VSG inertia 𝐽𝐽 =

1.4 × 10−3 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 results in very good performance and the results are shown as below:
Case 5: the Real power of generations
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Figure 4.13 The real power of generations of Case 5
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Case 5: the frequency of generations
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Figure 4.14 The frequency of generations of Case 5
It can be seen that for the same condition, with the BESS-VSG technique, the lowest
point of the frequency is about 59.85 Hz when the load increases, which is allowable in
real power system. Finally, the system is running at a new stable point at frequency about
60.01 Hz.

4.2.5 Case 6 (Islanded mode: load increases with alternating VSG)

In order to enhance the performance of making the frequency drop curve smoother,
the alternating VSG technique is used in the same condition with Case 4 and Case 5. And
the 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐽𝐽 = 1.4 × 10−3 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐽𝐽 = 5.62 × 10−5 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 The results are shown as below:
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Case 6: the Real power of generations
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Figure 4.15 The real power of generations of Case 6 with alternating J
Case 6: the frequency of generations
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Figure 4.16 The frequency of generations of Case 6 with alternating J
To observe the improvement of the performance directly, comparison between the
results of the constant VSG and the alternating VSG are shown as below:
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Comparison between the Constant VSG and the Alternating VSG
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Figure 4.17 The comparison between the Constant VSG and the Alternating VSG
And for convenience, those results can be summarized as the following table:

Table 4.4 Summary of these six cases
Case1: Grid-connected mode

Stable with frequency at 60Hz

(Constant solar irradiation and temperature)
Case2: Grid-connected mode

Stable with frequency at 60Hz

(Variable solar irradiation and temperature)
Case3: Grid-connected mode to Islanded mode

Stable with frequency at 60.01Hz

Case4: Load increases in Islanded mode

Stable with frequency at 59.9Hz

without VSG
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Case5: Load increases in Islanded mode with

Stable with frequency at 60.01Hz

Constant VSG
Case6: Load increases in Islanded mode with

Stable with frequency at 60.01Hz

Alternating VSG

and smaller overshooting, settling
time
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4.3 Discussion

By analyzing and comparing the results of the six case studies, the following
conclusions can be obtained:
1. By using MPPT controller, the PV system can output the maximum power no
matter whether the irradiance and temperature are constant or varying.
2. By using the traditional dual loop control including voltage outer loop and
current inner loop for inverter, the system can work well in either gridconnected mode or islanded mode.
3. Case 5 reflects the successful VSG controller for the system when the load
increases, in which the frequency and voltage can be controlled within an
allowable range.
4. Case 6 indicates that the alternating VSG controller has better performance than
constant VSG controller in making the frequency drop curve smoother when
the load increases suddenly.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

Solving frequency control problem is the most important way to guarantee the stability
of microgrid power system. Also, renewable energy such as PV is more and more popular
in today’s power system. This thesis aims to make the PV based microgrid behavior like a
traditional power system during islanded mode operation. The frequency stability
performance is enhanced by a proposed Alternating VSG method. With respect to the
contributions, the conclusions of this thesis are given as follows:
1. The PV system maximizes its performance by using the P&O MPPT Algorithm
under changing weather conditions.
2. The PV based microgrid system is synchronous with the grid based on the same
frequency due to the double loop controller for inverter and it can run in either
grid-connected mode or islanded mode.
3. The proposed VSG technique can alleviate the frequency dip problem due to
load increase, thereby guarantee the quality of the electricity.
4. By using the Alternating VSG technique, the performance is further improved,
which is innovative and significant to the area of power system stability control.
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5.2 Future Work

The frequency control of the small scale microgrid are verified by simulation in this
thesis, and an advanced method for frequency stability is proposed. However, there are still
some future work that are needed to be continued:
1. For some microgrids, there may be some other renewable resources, such as
wind turbines. A wind turbine control including region 2, region 3 and gridconnected control will be added in the future simulation.
2. For realistic applications, a larger scale microgrid including communication
between each subsystem is more complex. Therefore, several PV, wind turbine
and battery storage systems will be added to the existing model, and a
distributed cooperative control needs to be implemented considering
communication and physical structures.
3. In this thesis, all the case studies are analyzed in MATLAB/Simulink; however,
there are some implementation issues which cannot be shown in simulation.
Therefore, a Hardware-in-the-Loop (HILP) will be implemented in the future
work, which can mimic the response of the real power system based on Real
Time Digital Simulator (RTDS).
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